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For a campaign numbering 27,250 donors, everyone had a role in reaching the $400 million goal. There were multi-million dollar donors and $10 donors. More than three of every four alumni supported the campaign, and parents gave $48 million. Every gift counted. Every gift had significance. Roughly 7,000 donors gave gifts of $50, an impact of $350,000. Senior Class gifts generated nearly half a million dollars. More than 11,000 donors gave $100, funding $1.1 million of scholarships, study away experiences, and research opportunities. In a sea of statistics, the Because Furman Matters campaign came down to one: $406 million at the finish line. A full list of Because Furman Matters donors can be found at becausefurmanmatters.com. With gratitude, we present donors who cumulatively committed $10,000 or more from 2004–2013, including planned gifts. Names are current as of April 1, 2014.

The following made cumulative commitments of $1 million or more during the campaign:

Anonymous (10)
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
ARAMARK Corporation
Battelle Press
Andrea and Chris Borch ’78
Ann Cook Brumley ’68 and John Brumley
Joyce Mollerup and Bob Buckman
Betsy McDavid Campbell ’36
Patti and Jordan Clark P
Jeanette and John Cottman Jr., ’54 P
Beth and Ravennet Curry, III ’63
Duke Energy Corp.
Chuck Evans, ’16’99
Tom Farmer ’50 P
Tricia and Doug Freeman ’12 P
Graham Foundation
Melissa Guynn ’91
Nancy Smith Hauer ’72 and
David Hauer ’73
Marion and Ralph Hendricks
Margaret Reall Hill ’83 and
Robert Hill Jr., ’83 P
John Hollingsworth Jr., ’39
Hollingsworth Funds
Keener and Sonny Horton Jr., ’52 P
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Mary and Bill Howes ’59
Lyne and Carl Kohr ’65 P
Lettie Pate Whitehead Foundation
Adam Lewis
Carol Mulliken Mauldin ’58 and
David Mauldin ’55
Milliken Foundation
Carol Nichols Ney ’67 and Jim Ney ’64 P
Holly and Eddie Overdyke ’03
Celeste Hunt Patrick ’77 and
Charles Patrick Jr., ’76
Ethel and John Piper
Poirsee Crossings LLC
Mabel Dom Reeder* ’25
Leighton Rink and Dave Rinker P
Lisa Lee Rust ’97 and Kenneth Rust P
Emlyn Sanders and Dan Sanders P and GP
Susan and Frank Shaw ’61
David Shi ’73
Sue Thompson Shi ’71
The Duke Endowment
The Krieg Foundation
The Bernard Osher Foundation
June and David Tione ’77 P
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
Ruth and Dick Wrenn Jr., ’74 P
The following made cumulative commitments of $500,000—$999,999
Anonymous (3)
Susan and John Allen Jr., ’73
Betty and Don Anderson ’66 P
Jane Arnold Barnhill ’72 P
Mickey* and Bo Barry Jr., ’54
Doug Becker
Carol and Irvin Belk
Bobby Bell ’82
Celia Watson Blackwell ’52 and
Gregon Blackwell* ’60 P
Helen North Beddoo ’59 and
Robert Beddoo ’59
Blue Cross Blue Shield of South Carolina
J. Haynesworth Boyles* ’37
Sarah Earle Campbell* ’40
Marybeth Bunting Childers ’80 and
Al Childers ’80
Allen Crawford* ’36
Aggie and Richard Cullen ’71 P
Susan Thomason Dauber ’74 and
Steve Dauber ’72
Frances and Dave Ellison ’72
Deanna and Dave Garrett Jr., ’42 G
Jim Hamrick* ’50 P
Christina Tolenor Harrell ’98 and
Eric Harrell ’82
Becky Edwards Hash ’67
Ann Copeland Heatherington ’74 and
Dale Heatherington
Scott Timmons Hopp ’76 and
John Hopp ’73
Templeton Foundation
John L. Smith Charities, Inc.
George Johnson ’68
Melissa Klin P
Gira and Tom Latham Jr., ’70
Genevieve and Basil Mansi ’47 P
Ainsley and Greg Masters P
Cat and Tom Miller ’70
Kay and Charles Mitchell P
Lew Pearson ’49
Jane Allie Rice ’43
Karen and Todd Kuppers P
Susie and Dave Segal ’63
Nancy and Bob Sims ’71
Mildred and Harold Southern* ’37 P
Betty Still
Sylvan Laureate Foundation, Inc.
The Freeman Foundation
The Japan Foundation
Bill Timmons Jr., ’49 P
Francois and Charles Townes ’35
Judy and Bing Vick Jr.
Ellen* and Ray Wylie*
The Wachovia Wells Fargo Foundation
Ellen and John Yates P
The following made cumulative commitments of $100,000—$499,999
Anonymous (9)
Maryann and Forrest Abbott*
Elizabeth Smith Alford ’60
Algrenn Sydney Sullivan Foundation
American Chemical Society
Amon G. Carter Foundation
Mary and Brian Anderson ’92
Carole and Stephen Anderson GP
Arnold and Nabel Beckman Foundation
Arthur Vining Davis Foundation
Associated Colleges of the South
Sherry and Tom Atkinson ’58 and GP
Bob Ayers ’39
Tim Baden
Pat and Ray Ballew Sr., ’51
Carolyn Littlejohn Ballew ’58 and
Jim Ballew ’80
Bank of America Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Bill Bannister ’63
Susan and Harve Bauguess ’69 P
Betty and Ray Bell ’48
Al Bergman*
Phil Bernau ’81
Bill and Anne Timmons Foundation
Lynda and Furman Bishop* ’38
Lizanne Thomas ’79 and David Black
Barbara Stone Block ’63 and
John Block ’63 P
Karen Miller Boda ’84 and Alan Boda ’82 P
Ellie and Don Boda P and GP
Booth Ferriss Foundation
Dottie and Ken Boring* P
Cindy and Bobbi Bowers P
Mary Clifford McAvoy Boyd ’72 and
Bill Boyd, III ’69
Beatrice* and Alva Moore Bradley* ’23
Bridgeview Foundation
Cindy Ely-Brown Brittain ’74 and
Bob Brittain ’71
Clark Brittain ’72
Frances* and B.K. Bryan*
Ann Bryan
Lauree and Kevin Byrne ’91
Pat Caffery ’85
Cathy* and Joe Cahill P
Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation
Michele Camp ’06
Campbell Young Leaders, Inc.
Charitable Foundation
Anne and Bill Carpenter
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
Nelly and Scott Chessler ’47
Ian and Ed Chessler P
Art Childs*
Chi-Rho Financial, L.L.C.
Citigroup Foundation
Jennifer and Don Clardy ’91
Cliffs Club Partners, LLC
Regan and David Cobb ’90
Bob Coley ’96
Jean and Ray Compton
Beverly Connley ’75
Janet and Dan Cover
Julie Cox*
Brenna Cox-Sinclair ’76 and Jim Sinclair
Becky Tapp Daniels ’57 and
Audrey Daniels ’57 P
Jeanne Saunders Davis* ’56 P
Evelyn and Ernie Davis P
Nancy Davis P
Barbara and Jeff Davis ’79
Magda and Blaine DesSants ’75 P
Disp-O-Products, Inc.
Susie and Peter Dorn
Mary and John Duggan ’69
Randy Eaddy ’76
Edward Earl ’80
Kay Holland Lester ’75 and Tom Eberhart
Martha and Tom Elgar P
Kim Gauthier Estride ’07 and
Larry Etridge
Jerome Hubert, Jr.* ’45
Carroll and William Flowers P
Regina and Gordon Ford ’79
Juliane and Paul Foster ’02
Thea Furman* ’60
Mary Simms Orpham Furman* ’39 and
Alister Furman, II* P
Carolyn Hendricks Furman ’45 and
Earle Furman ’43 P and GP
Martha Reney Gaddy ’72 and Jimmy Gaddy
Sarah Belk Gambrell
Beth and Phil Ganders P
Brenda and Bill Gantt Jr., ’59
Savan and Raoul Glenn Jr. P
Peggy Ellison Good ’67 and
Ed Good Jr. ’67 P
Greenville Health System
Laura White Greer ’72 and Charlie Greer ’70
Margaret and Lance Halter
Mike Harley ’82
Terrell and Elliott Hanigan P
Tom Hartness* P
Coley Pollard Hartness ’99 and
Sean Hartness
Patty and Jim Hatcher ’74
Francie Heller
Jackie Waldrop Hendon* ’56 and
J. Earl Herron
Dwight Holden*
Abby Kennedy Holt ’80 and
Joe Holt Sr., ’79 P
Jane and Les Hudson Jr. ’61
A small gift can make a big difference

Since 2004, more than 27,000 alumni, parents, friends, companies, and foundations made gifts to the Because Furman Matters campaign. Charitable foundations accounted for several multimillion-dollar gifts. But it was a $25 gift from a young alumnaus that helped the University crest the $400 million mark.

Andrew Trull ’10, a public relations strategist at Greenville public relations and branding firm Ferebee Lane + Co., is a member of Furman’s Young Benefactors, a group whose members each give $500 or more annually to the University. In a separate gift this November, Trull donated $25 to the newly created Greek Life fund.

A member of the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity as a student, the Raleigh, North Carolina, native counts many close friends among his fraternity brothers. Greek life, too, helped him hone his leadership skills and fostered a greater appreciation for volunteerism and community outreach.

“Our alumni and friends are connected to Furman in many different ways,” says Mike Gatchell ’91, Vice President for Development. “At Furman they have the option of directing their gift to a program that made a difference in their life. It could be an academic discipline, Greek life, study away, or a student club.”

#WhyFurmanMatters

As an alumnus, Furman is more than an institution—it’s a defining piece of who I am. At its core, Furman is a vast community of people that have and continue to influence my journey in life, challenging and equipping me to achieve more.

—ANDREW W. TRULL ’10
Planned gifts provide bright future

The early and transformational gift of $15 million from the estate of John Hollingsworth '39 gave the University confidence it could reach the ambitious $400 million goal of Because Furman Matters which, at the time, was one of the largest campaigns ever envisioned for a liberal arts university in the United States.

The bequest also proved to be a stimulus for significant growth in the University’s planned giving program during the campaign, which realized a total of $83.3 million in deferred gifts, up 19 percent from the $72.2 million from the Forever Furman campaign of the 1990s.

The commitments came from 450 loyal donors, 201 of whom made bequests of less than $25,000 and 67 of whom were age 45 or younger.

"Those trends are encouraging," said Steve Perry '78, director of Planned Giving. "People are realizing that they have the potential to make a much greater impact on the future life of the University through a planned gift."
Parents take the lead in campaign giving

In a campaign marked by transformation, $48 million in commitments made by Furman parents was indeed transformative. Throughout the campaign, hundreds served on Parents Council, a leadership body composed of current parents across the country. Forty served on the Parents Campaign Committee, one of the first campaign leadership groups to form when Because Furman Matters launched. And eight have gone on to become Furman Trustees.

Enthusiastic parent leaders and donors proved infectious for faculty and staff involved with fundraising efforts. "Parents have continually proved to be an energized group. They love the experience their students are having at Furman and they always want to have an impact. Their influence on this campaign’s success is truly remarkable and we are incredibly grateful,” said Vice President for Development Mike Gatchell ’91. Parent leadership set goals, opened new doors, and served as advocates for building the University’s endowment, supporting capital projects and providing more scholarship funds. The Trone Student Center, made possible by former parents David ’77 and June Trone and Robert and Margaret Hill ’83, is representative of the significant influence of philanthropic parents on this historic campaign.

Elaine *43 and Waco Childers Jr. *47 P
Childs and Halligan, P.A
Jolley Christman and Stephen Goldberg*
Pam Dickson Christopher ’83 and
Scott Christopher ’83 P
Barbara and
Mac Christopher Jr. ’47 P and GP
CIGNA Foundation
Merrie McCullough Clark ’76 and
Gary Clark ’74 P
Amy Bearden Clary ’94 and Mark Clary ’94
Pete Clausen, Ill ’91
Joy Ayers Clawson and Carl Clawson
E.B. Clayton* ’38
Andre* and Harry Clemmons
Krista Edwards and John Cline P
Beverly Galphin Clyde '67 and
David Clyde ’67
Ken Cobb Sr. ’55
Kathy Holcombe-Cochran ’75 and
Alan Cochran ’75
Dee Dee and Marjorie Code
Harry Coggin* ’47 P
Becky Coggin ’74
Deb and Doug Cone Jr. P
Melissa and Marshall Cone P
Jane and Bob Coleman* +
Jo Ann Coleman *53
Barbara and Kevin Coleman ’85 Jeannie
Mitchell Coleman ’65 and
Jim Coleman ’64
Judy and Greg Collier P
Fred Collins*
Lisa and Chris Collins P
Bert and Greg Collins P
Megann Pennington Colvin ’10 and
Chris Colvin ’00
Commemorative Organization
for the Japan World Exposition
Caroline and Steve Compton P
Michael Compton
Nancy and Gary Condon
Jill Gottlieb Connolly ’94 and
Jason Connolly ’94
Lisa and Paul Constantine Jr. ’98
Hannah and Andrew Coody ’05
Giese and Blackie Cook ’62
Steve Cook ’77
Bass Oswald Cook ’66 and
John Cook, Ill ’64
Prudy and Marty Cook, Ill
Robert Cooper* P
Paula White Core ’81 and Hap Core, II ’81 P
Shelly and John Corey P
John Cottingham ’77
Nancy Coulter
Debbie and Gary Coutant ’77
Laurin and Steve Cover ’91
Laura and Mark Cowan P
Jane and Don Cowles P
Barry Cox
Cox Industries, Inc.
Gail and Ed Craft GP
Nan and Nick Craig ’82
Nina and John Crapps ’74 P
Carol Roney Crapps ’82 and Phil Crapps ’81
Joy Meares Crenier ’57 and
Paul Crenier Jr. ’57 P
Sylvia Crawford ’58
Kim and Neil Crelin
Judy Iselin Croswell ’70
Kathy and Tim Crowe
Deborah and John Cummins P
Sue* and John Cullen ’75
Sheila and Frank Currie Jr. ’81
Betty Glenn Curry ’58 and
Boykin Curry Jr. * ’57 P
Daphne and Randall Curry P
Betty and Herb Curry ’55
D.L. Scruby Foundation
Barrie and Kent Dahl P
Kathy Hickson Deno ’77 and
Mark Danto ’76
Beth Daniel ’78
Lillian Darby
Angela and Bud Darby Jr. ’88
DARCO, Inc.
Liz and Kent Dauten P
Julia and James Davie P
Bette and Tom Davis ’68
Sandy Davis, Ill ’83
Sharon and Robert Davis, II P
Cindy Davis ’84
Eilene and Frank Davis
Frank Dealy
John Deary
Barbara and Ernest Delaney, Ill P
Bill DeLany ’42
Lynn Hack’er DeLeo-Torano ’75
Joan Ellis Delk ’83 and John Delk ’83 P
Beth Keegan Dempsey ’05 and
Clint Dempsey ’05
Mary Frances Woodward Dennis* ’46
Janet and Dan Dennison ’69 P
Kim Des Mariis P
Lori and Dave Dierker P
April Dill ’01
Rosetta and Doug Dillard ’64 P
Julie Krug Dillworth ’84 and
Lee Dillworth ’83 P
Ginger Coleman Dixon ’56 and
Thomas Dixon ’57 P
Collene and Robert Donahay Sr. P
Ginny and Richard Dosie P
Nancy and Keith Downey ’74
Bigd and James Downs ’91
Robert Hill ’63, Trustee, and Margaret Platt Hill ’83, parents of Marshall ’12, and past chairs of the Richard Furman Society, who provided leadership gifts for the Hill Atrium and Hill Courtyard of the Triere Student Center and a laboratory in the Townes Center for Science.

Lisa and Raymond Dubois
Liz and Caryn Dubose
Talita and Vernon Dunbar ’83 P
Kim and Dave Dupuy ’91
Vicki Childress Durham ’92 and
Forrest Durham
Nancy and Bruce Dutcher P
Ashley and Clayton Dynon ’05
Rick Earls
EarthSource Energy Solutions, Inc.
Dana Sigman Easter ’85 and Tim Easter ’85
Joy and Dick Eaton
Kurt Eben P
Stacy and Art Ebyler, III ’84
Mark Eckels ’89
Jane and Jim Edwards ’65
Hans Einstadt ’43
Sugi and Net Einstein
Liz and Dan Einstein
Patty and Gil Einstein P
Tommy Eson P
Jennifer and Robert Elder P
Kara and Ross Eidridge ’98
Ted Elliott
Elliot Davis, L.C.C.
Betty and Eddie Ellison Jr. ’60
Sue Matlock Emore ’70 and
Wayne Elmore ’88
Ingrid Blackwell-Erwin ’78 and
Rick Erwin
Diane Maroney Estridge ’66
Ethos Chemicals, Inc.
Malinda and Jim Eubanks P
Lisa Evans ’94
Bet Fant ’69
Harrett and John F Arbeit ’37
Louise and Scott Farmer P
Peggy and Bill Farmer Jr.
Mary Ruth and Renee Faukner P
Dory and Brad Farson Jr. ’83
Joann and Leon Faynson ’57
Kelly Pinson Ferguson ’89 and
Chip Ferguson
Natalina and Jerry Ferlauto P
Betty Fernandez
Camie and John Fetz P
Alastair Michael Fetter ’94
Virginia Fifield
Megan and Ad Filipovic ’06
Kay and Howard Hiltson P
Jean Firestone
First Baptist Church of Greenville
Jessica Moore Fisher ’95 and
Brian Fisher ’95
Tah Flack
Sarah and George Fletcher
Amy and Jeff Foley ’91
Karen and Henry Fondl P
Frances and Frank Ford, III ’74 P
Mama and Beach Foster ’78
Vicki and Stephen Fowler P
Carolyn and Don Fowler
Lindsey Giminez Fowler ’83 and
Bruce Fowler ’81 P
Texie and Warren Fowler ’49
Amy and Matt Foxhall ’03
Angela Walker Franklin ’81 and
Thaddeus Franklin P
Melia Franks
Al Fredericks ’72
Jean Hester Freeman ’54 and
Bruce Freeman ’51
Cathy Aiken Freeman ’90 and
Dixon Freeman ’90 P
John Freeman ’68
Annie and Jeffrey Friedman Sr. P
Leigh Brock Friend ’07 and Ryan Friend ’07
Fuller Normal Advanced Technology
Charter School
Johnnie Dodenhoff Fulton ’78 and
Al Fulton
Linda Quinn Furman ’71 and
Teresa Furman Jr. ’59 P
Nancy and Richard Furman Sr. ’76 P
Furman University Student Alumni Council
Furman University Student
Government Association
Furman University Religious Council

Ellen Furman ’75
Jill Wagner Fuson ’84 and Jim Fuson ’81 P
Leslie and Dan Gaines ’84
Fielding and Gally Gallivan ’69
Martha and Harold Gallivan Jr. ’45
Ping Chen and Feng Guo P
Marlene and Ozie Garrett ’55 P and GF
Melinda ’85 and Steve Garrison ’82
Heather Meeks Gatchell ’91 and
Mike Gatchell ’91
Loretta and Buck Gay ’55
Sandy Gordon Gay ’63 and
Charlie Gay Jr. ’60
Betty and Gray Geddle Jr. ’66
Mary and Ted Gentry P
George Coleman Ford
Kim and Bruce Gheseling ’82 P
Lynn Powers Gibbs ’78 and
Mike Gibbs ’77 P
Sylvia Lingo Gleispey ’51 and
Gene Gleispey ’50
Laie and Robert Given Sr. P
Mary and Ed Glasscock ’90
Clint Glasscock ’96
Kristen and Gene Godbold ’77
Rhonda and Johnny Goftorth, III ’75
Hayley Moore Gossett ’89 and
Lewis Gossett ’87
Ellen and Roger Gower
Donna and Steve Graddock ’83
Robin and Ben Gramling, III ’55 P
Frank Hufn Grainge ’68 and
Charles Granger P and GF
Steve Grant ’80
Lourie Gray ’41
Gray-Christ, LLC
Greenville County Recreation District
Greenville Rugby Football Club
Greenville Track Club
Greenville Woodworking Guild
Marie and Rob Gregory Jr.
Betsy and Bubber Gregory Jr. ’51
Carolyn Auld Greyard ’47 and
Wilbur Greyard ’47 P and GF
Dyanne and Kevin Grief P
Susan and Scott Griffin P
Amy Collins Grover ’91 and
Danny Grover Sr. ’89
Jo Hartriss Guniss ’62 and Warren Guniss P
Ginette Guillick ’69
Ginger and Caulie Gumnellls Jr. ’52 P
Cydelle and Jim Gut P
Joy and Jack Guyson P
Carolyn and Frederick Hack P
Mary and David Haddow P
Buren and Tom Haggl ’51
Donna and Charlie Haines P
Halifax Gazette Publishing
Edith Miller ’72 and Jim Hall P
Marty Holtzman Hall ’76 and Steve Hall ’75
Donna Duvall Hall ’82
Marjorie and Bob Halladay
Jeanine and Glen Hauba-Neubauer
Linda Vinson Hamilton ’81 and
Tom Hamilton.
Lloyd ’81 P
Anne and Rick Hammett ’76 P
Beth Ballentine Hanks ’58 and
Bill Hanks Jr. ’57 P
Pat and Jack Hansen
Mary and Victor Hanson, III P
Julie Wood Harbin ’68 and Joe Harbin
Cindy and Hugh Harbey P
Tracy and Charles Hardaway
Gayle Hudson Harley ’58 and Jimmie
Harley ’58 P
Ann Harmon GF
Karen Herrin Harmon ’74
Robyn Harmon P
Betty Alice Baynes Harper ’66 and
Richard Harper ’66
Carrie and Chad Harris, IV ’00
Carole and John Harriott Sr. ’72 P
Patty and Jamie Harrison P
Mary Lou and Pat Harrelson ’64
Becky and Bobby Harrell ’66
Hartness International, Inc.
Kathleen and Tom Harvey ’71
Susan Lott Hayes ’81 and Tom Hayes, ’80 P
Vivian and Charles Hayes ’71
Catherine and Bruce Haynes Jr. ’89
Haynsworth Sinkler Boyd, P.A.
Hayden Hays ’64 P
Mark Hazelwood P
Tiny Hollin-Head and Ken Head ’74
Raymond Heatwole P
Lindsay and Brent Heffron ’72
Beth and Doug Heimbacher P
Karim and Eric Henzelmann P
Trudy and Max Helter P
Lea and Hans Helmerich P
Stacey Restrepo Helps ’01 and
Chris Helpis ’01
Lete and Mark Helsel P
Fran and Andy Hemann
Rebecca and C. W. Hendricks ’70
Melissa and Robert Herry P
Chris and Ken Henson Jnr. P
Jen and Jim Henson P
Heritage Healthcare, Inc.
Herman H. Hipp Foundation
Helen and Jack Heron, III ’75 P
Sarah Weaver Herring ’66 P and
Gordon Herring ’65
Robin McGary Herrin ’98 and
Jim Herrnstein
Lucille and Kurt Herwald P
Annetta Smith Hewitt ’63 and
Richard Hewitt ’62 P
Joan and Lige Hicks Jr. ’41
Pat Hicks
Jackie Denning Highley ’77
Clint Hill ’03
Jane Higg P
Anna Kate and Hayne Hipp
Kimberly and Richard Hoag P
Sandra and Mike Hogan ’72
Diane and John Holcomb, III ’73
Jamie and Vic Holcomb P
Faye and Wayne Holcombe
Jill Hennessy Holder ’77 and
John Holder ’77
Jan Hunt Hollow ’78 and Kurt Hollow ’77 P
Ellie and John Holyday ’77 P and GF
Mary Ellen and Dana holiday ’80 P
Cheryl Reynolds Holloway ’65 and
Charles Holloway Jr. ’65 P
Tricia and Lockwood Holmes Sr. P.
Tabara and Bill Holt, III ’83
Susan and Al Hoover P
Liz Knox Hopkins ’81 and
Bill Hopkins P
Gail and C.W. Hornsby Jnr. ’69
Elie and Sam Horton ’57 P
Jamie and Chris Horton ’82
Haley and Cameron Howard ’04
Jon Anne and Paul Howard Jr. P
Joan Dew Kellett ‘68 and Michael Kellett P
Margo and Mike Kelly Sr. P
Liz Elgar Kendall ‘00 and Jon Kendall ‘99
Nancy Meier Kendall ‘92 and
Rett Kendall, II ‘90
Helen M and Moffett Kendrick Jr. P and GP
Sharon and George Kerns Jr. ‘76 P
Harry Kessler P
Jane and Robert Key ‘86 P
Jean and Don Kilgore Jr. P
Louis King P
Nellie and Dwayne King Sr. P ‘44 P
Betsy King ‘77
Day and Bob King ‘68
Angie and Mark Kinghorn ‘99
Edna Carol and Erskine Kirksey Jr. ‘63 P
Betty W and Walter Kneiser Jr. P ‘50
Lisa and Tom Knot P
Lois and Kevin Knowlton P
Kohler Foundation
Colleen and Steven Konjarov P
Linda and Jay Koppel Jr. P
Lisa and Jeff Kram P
Kate and Martin Kreg ‘04 and Justin Krieg ‘04
Elizabeth and Bruce Kryskal P
Betty Usrey Lackey ‘87 and
Scott Lackey ‘87
Katy and Greg Laetsch ‘79
Allyson and Bobby Lamb ‘86
Frances and Tony Lancellotti
Laura and Gene Landoz P
Mary Jane Burgess Lanford ‘55 and
Cecil Lanford P
Hellen E and Emel Langston P
Marlene and Charles Lankford ‘67
Sue and Paul Laseby ‘68 P
Katherine Larder ‘69
Cindy and Jerry Larson P
Betty and Ernie Latham
Rebecca and Drew Luttor ‘04
David Laver ‘87
Chicken and Hurdle Lee Jr.
Barbara Fox Leach ‘56 and Jim Leach ‘56 P
Leadership Institute

John League Jr. ‘65
Vera and Lee Leathers Sr. P
Nancy and Vince LeDonne
Rosalind and Jim LeFevre ‘69
Ann Baltiwall LeGrand ‘62 and
Spencer LeGrand ‘63 P
Joy Adams Lehn ‘75 and Collin Lehn ‘72 P
Bennie Brown Leitch ‘59 and
Bruce Leicht ‘52
Barbara and Jeffery Leimageden
Cal Leipold, III ‘05
Laure Kitzenthaler Lemasters ‘82 and
Craig Lemasters ‘82
Vickie and Alan Levine P
Merry and Harry Lightsey, III P
Cindy and David Lind P
Marion and Charlie Linder ‘59
Gaye Lindsey ‘69
Judy and Don Lineback P
Barbara and George Linney Jr. ‘65 P
Lipcomb Family Foundation
Braden List ‘05
List Shared Services, Inc.
Carolyn and Bob Lloyd ‘52
Lisa and Steve Lloyd ‘82
Mia Templeton Lockett ‘85 and
Mark Lockett ‘90
Emyle and Keith Lockhart ‘81
Deborah Carlton Loftis ‘74
Leah Long ‘96
Job Long ‘94
Carol and Bill Lorenc, Sr. P
John Lovegren ‘81
John Ludwig Jr ‘94
Jane and Bob Lutz Jr. ‘71 P
David Lyle ‘81
Jeanne Nicol Lynch ‘82 and Bill Lynch ‘81
Frances and Hal Lynch Jr. P
Medical University of South Carolina
Myree Maas P
Cheryl and Jim MacGillvray P
Ashley and Jeff Maddox ‘82
Leah and Jeff Maddox ‘76

Brona Moorefield Maddox ‘56 and
Cordell Maddox ‘54 P and GP
Nancy and Erwin Maddrey
Patricia and Bryan Mahan ‘95
Karen and Norm Malm P
Wayne Mangels
Manhasset Retired Eas
Maple Hollow Cabinet Company, LLC
Beth and Frank Machmich P
Kata Marley ‘12
Hap Marshall ‘47
Marshall E. Rikon Sr. Foundation Inc.
Dawanda and James F. Martin ‘73
George Martin P
James N. Martin ‘79
Manoa and Steve Martin P
Gaines Mason Jr. ‘52
Kelly Martin Metz ‘84 and
Trey Metz, III ‘83 P
Anne and Bill Masters
Margaret and William Mathis ‘59
Janine Bousquet-Mayville and
Bill Mayville ‘76
Jen Pelley Milholland ‘63 and
Ribble McClain Jr. ‘62
Norma Atkins McAlarl ‘55 and
John McAlarl ‘64 P
Sandy and John McBrayer P
Joyce McCormick ‘74
Elise and Mike McCasland P
Billy McCaulley, Jr. P
Kim and Mike McClainnoch ‘87
Emma Hendricks McColl ‘42
Lee and Malcolm McComb, ‘83 P
Mary Earl Brown McCreary ‘59 and
Les McClary P
Deborah and Clint McDonough P
McGinn Family Foundation
William McGuire P
Christine McHenry
Sue Allen McHenry ‘71 and
Ernie McHenry
Claudia and Fred McKay Jr. ‘84
Wilton McKinney P
Jane and Mike Mclan P
Rob McCune ‘59 P
Betty and Will Mclean P
Melissa and Pat McLean P
Anita Reynolds McLeod ‘72 and
Gene McLeod Jr. ‘72
Angie and Danny McMullan P
Michelle and Mike McNally P
Jo Ann McNatt ‘56
Candis and Bern McPhely P
Kelly Kennedy McSharry ‘88 and
Brian McSharry ‘88 P
Lauri and Andy Mears ‘78 P
Bren and Herm Mellott P
Mary Anne and Wes Mellow P
Kelley and Robert Merck P
Lisa and Ricky Meredith ‘83 P
Brad Merkl ‘86
Mary Lou and Bill Merk P
Catherine and Bill Merritt ‘44
Lori and David Metter P
Monica and Mark Metz P
Michelle North America, Inc.
Rachelle and Charlie Melk P
Stacy and Alden Milam, ‘92
Rethiele and Don Miller ‘85
Kathrin and Ward Miller Jr. P
Gayle and Willie Miller
Kathy and Charlie Miller P

The Herring Center for Continuing Education is named for Trustee Gordon ‘65,
and Sarah Weaver Herring ‘66. Members of the Benefactors Circle, the Herring's are founding members of the Richard Furman and partners scholarship program. The Herring VIP Suite in Timmons Arena bears their names, as does the Nan Trammell Herring Music Pavilion honoring Gordon’s mother.
Campaign bolsters annual fund

An important part of any capital campaign is the recurring annual gifts that make the difference between a good experience for students—and a great one. Because Furman Matters spurred participation in the annual fund to more than 9,000 alumni, parents, faculty, staff, and friends who each year provide support for everything from scholarships and research to internships, student life activities, and high caliber professors.

More than 90 percent of donors to the annual fund contribute less than $1,000 to support an effort that today brings in over $4 million annually, a testament to the grassroots support that is vital to the success of the campaign each year. Furman boasts participation rates of more than 40 percent from its solicitable alumni, surpassing the low- to mid-30 percent national average for liberal arts universities.

Significantly, leadership gift society membership, recognizing donors who contribute $1,000 or more in support of annual operations, grew during the capital campaign to more than 800 households, up from 508 in 2004-05 when the campaign began.

And membership in the Richard Furman Society recognizing annual commitments of $10,000 or more, grew by nearly 50 percent, from 103 members in 2004-05 to 150 members this year. Richard Furman Society members provide $2 million through their generosity each year.

"Annual giving continues to be vital," says John Kemp '95, director of Leadership Giving. "Whether it's a modest first-time gift or a $10,000 annual gift made by a Richard Furman Society member, people are inspired by a shared vision of Furman's lasting influence on their lives, and a desire to shape the experience of each new generation of Furman students."

Donors with New Planned Gifts or Additions to Existing Estate Gifts

Maryann and Forrest Abbott
Elizabeth Smith Aird '60
Susan and John Allen Jr. '73
Linda and Charlie Anderson '82 P
Betty and Don Anderson '66 P
Elizabeth Anderson
Julie and Neal Anderson '84
Mac Arnold P
Sherry and Tom Atkins '58 P and GP
Tim Bailey
Judy and Bob Bainbridge
Cortney Combis Baker '95 and Scott Baker
Bill Bannister '63
Graceanne Barbour '58
Jane Arnold Barnhill '72 P
Marie Barnett '91
Sarah and Henry Barton Sr. '49 P and GP
Vella Bates
Susan and Harvey Baugues '50
Judy and Bobby Beard '75
Susan and David Belcher '79
Betty and Ray Bell '48
Bobby Bell '62
Phil Berman '81
Lisa Magnuder Berrier '44 and Harry Berrier
Sunny and Duane Biss '95
Claire Bie '72
Alan Blackmon '66
Gig Dubose Blackwell '73 and
Reece Blackwell Jr. '88
Heleen North Bleckley '59 and
Robert Bedsole '59
Ellie and Dan Bode P and GP
Karen Miller Bodd '84 and Alan Boda '82 P
Julie Bolt '89
Anita Davis Bridges '70 and
Tom Bridges '71
Lauren Killey Biles '02 and Tim Biles '01
* Deceased P Parent of a Furman Student GP Grandparent of a Furman Student

Nancy Smith Hauser '72 and
David Hazen '73
Al Hawkins Jr. '64
Ann Copeland Heatherington '74 and
Dale Heatherington
Fran and Andy Hemann
Martin and Ralph Hendricks
Jackie Waldrop Hendron '56 and
Earl Hendron
Rosalyn Cude Hibbard '68 and
Roger Hibbard '66
Angela Hollis
Kreeter and Sonny Horton Jr. '52 P
Margaret Howell '51
Sharon and Bob Howell
Mary and Bill Howes '59
Jane and Les Hudson Jr. '61
Brad Huff '89
Martha Lattimore Hughes '73 and
Murray Hughes, III '59 P
Christy and Jaicy Hunter, III '89
Janet Southern Huskey '82 and Tom Huskey
Meg and Todd Hyche '90
Jackie Jackson '72 P and Joe Yates
Linda Heatwole Jacobs '74 and
Richard Jacobs
Jackie Nelson Jacobson '85 and
Warren Jacobson
Mahaley White Jennings '98 and
Clayton Jennings '95
George Johnson '68
Cynthia and Mike Johnson '94
Shelley and Terry Johnson
Janifer and David Johnson
Dorothy Johnson
Debbie and Mike Johnson '73
Marguerite Whittaker Jones '72
Kay Byars Jovers '74 and
Remie Jovers '73 P
Brenda and Ed Kay '64
Jane and Robert Key '80
Shana and Pete King '06
Wayne King
Bobby King '59
Helen and Jeff King '71
Lacy Knight Jr. '76 P
Clare Field Kuhl '75 and Steve Kuhl
Claudia and Jim LaFerney '75
Dian and Bruce Lancaster '79
Mary Anne Anderson Lanier '73 and
Jaime Lanier Jr. '79
Kathy and Berrie Lenijan '70
Gina and Tom Latham Jr. '70
Janet Shearie Layne '83 and
David Layne '82 P
Jo Harris Layton '39
Rosalinda and Jim LeFevre '69
Ann Belemin LeGrand '62 and
Spencer LeGrand '63 P
Joy Adams Leh '75 and Collie Leh '72 P
Callie Gold, II '05
Mary Lindsey Lewis '74
Cindy and David Lind P
Pat Cole Lindsey '75 and
Don Lindsey Jr. '54
Mary and Tom Lynch '61 P
Barb Goodsell Maas '71 and
Steve Maas '71
Ginny and Sandy MacNeil
Gerevieve and Basil Manly '47 P
Kate Marley '12
James Martin '79
Lois Chandler Martin '46

Clark Brittain '72
Cindy Elsberry Brittain '74 and
Bob Brittain '71
Katharine Brock '90
Cathy Peak Brown '73 and
Chris Brown '73 P
Chris Brown '89
Ann Cook Bruner '58 and John Bruner
Ann Bryan
Bob Burke
Laure and Kevin Byrne '91
Sally Caldwell
Greer Carter '86
Jean Lanford Caver '55
Colleen Carter '03
Robyn Alers and Roger Casey '83
Charlotte Chappell '85
Nelly and Scott Childress '47
Martha and Jimmy Clamp '71
Jennifer and Don Clardy '91
Patt and Jordan Clark P
Ardelle and Harry Clemmons
Wes Clinkscales Jr. '82
Regan and David Cobb '90
Jo Ann Coleman '53
Bob Coley '56
Sandra Walonop Collins '60
Megan Fimprige Collins '10 and
Chris Collin '90
Janet Cone '78
Bev Connelly '75
Lisa and Paul Constantine Jr. '89
Hannah and Andrew Coody '05
Gerald Copeland Jr.
Jeanette and John Costan Sr. '54 P
Janet and Dan Cover
Brenda Cox Sinclair '76 and Jim Sinclair
Dick Crooks '59
Aggie and Richard Cullen '71 P
Susan Thomason Dauber '74 and
Steve Dauber '72
Joy and Todd Davidson '85
Amy and Russ Dean, II '86
Maurice DeFoor '58 P and GP
Lynn Hatcher DeLeon-Toole '74
Martha and John Duggan '69
Edward Earl '86
Kurt Eben '91
Chuck Evans, II '69
Ann Polk Ewell '80 and Jim Ewell '79
Tom Farmer '80 P
Kelly Nichols Fleming '91 and Bill Fleming
Bralowsky-Leake Foster '95 and Bob Foster
Carolyn and Don Fowler
Al Fredericks '72
Tricia and Doug Freeman '72 P
Leigh Brock Friend '07 and Ryan Friend '07
Brenda and Bill Garnet Jr. '59
Eleana and Dave Garrett Jr. '42 GP
Lorry and Ned Gartner '66
Rhonda and Johnny Goforth, III '75
Dorina and Steve Gaddick '83
Laura White Greer '72 and
Charlie Greer '70
Barbara Griffin '83 and Clay Staufer
Sheila and Walker Gunn Jr. '61
Melissa Guynn '91
Margaret and Lance Hafer
June Carland Hammond '81 and
Bruce Hammood
Julie Wood Harbin '58 and Joe Harbin
Mike Harley '82
Karen Henning Harmon '74
Robyn Harmon P
Christina Tolerton Harrell '98 and
Eric Harrell '82
Carole and John Harrison Sr. '72 P
Becky Edwards Hash '67
Patty and Jim Hatch '74
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GGP Great Grandparent of a Furman Student
About Furman magazine

Dear Reader,

I f you are a faithful and attentive reader of Furman Magazine you undoubtedly will have noted several odd circumstances in the past few months.

First, we skipped the usual fall issue of the magazine. Second, the publication you have been reading is a hybrid—part magazine, part report on the Because Furman Matters capital campaign.

An explanation is in order.

At the end of August, Jim Stewart ’74 left Furman after editing the magazine for 14 years.

We decided to take stock. We suspended the fall issue to focus on two tasks: recognizing the historic significance of the capital campaign in a vehicle that would communicate to all of the University’s alumni and friends, and reimagining the magazine’s content and design.

With this blended issue we have told the stories of some of the faculty and students who have benefited from the campaign, and those of the benefactors whose gifts led us to success.

This approach will inform the magazine, as well. Our vision is to create a publication whose substance and dynamism emanate from Furman, and whose value and insights extend beyond the University. We will introduce a new section, Around the Lake, providing short and medium-length content about the people and places on campus. We will be providing in-depth articles about trends and ideas affecting Furman and higher education. Classnotes will be expanded, and we plan to include reader-submitted photographs of your children, weddings, reunions with Furman friends—all of your life’s milestones.

Our first issue will be out in early Fall.

We’re pleased to announce that the new Editor is Brendan Tapley, a writer who comes to Furman from the Mind & Life Institute in Hadley, Mass., where he serves as Director of Communications. Tapley, who earned his Bachelor of Arts from Hamilton College and a Master of Fine Arts from Emerson College, formerly served as Director of Communications for The MacDowell Colony and has extensive experience in magazines and online media.

Mark Kelly
Vice President, Marketing and Public Relations